Higher order relations for a numerical semigroup. par A. CAMPILLO AND C. MARIJUAN Introduction. Numerical semigroups are useful in the study of curve singularities and Weierstrass points of smooth projective curves. The aritmetical classification of numerical semigroups is not an easy question because of the complexity of their inner structure (see [6] belongs to S ; in the second one n + Ibo ft T so for some s E ,S', s &#x3E; 0 one has ni = n --(1 -1)bo + s 0 S. Now apply to n, the same argument and continue until the first possibility occurs ; then m is the sum of differences n~ -ni-l (no = n) 5. All the results in the paper are true if one considers general set of generators for the semigroups ; we have taken the minimal one for the sake of simplicity in the exposition. 6 . In [8] some combinatorial properties of numerical semigroups are given in terms of the graphs G~, obtained by considering the vertex set and taking the one dimensional faces as arcs. The relationship between the complex Am can be also graphically studied showing again the complexity of the semigroup structure (see [7] ).
Examples. In the following examples we show the non zero entries in the square.
(i) Non symmetric semigroup ,S' = 3, 4, 5 &#x3E;
(ii) Symmetric non complete intersection S' = c . 5, 6, 7, 8 &#x3E; 
